Only the Proletarian Revolution Can Smash Fascism in Spain

The carefully worded capitalist press reports can no longer conceal the truth: the Soviet union is taking Spain too much honor. The present movement of the Spanish workers is elemental. No doubt there are some workers among that movement who are not organized. The Trotskyists have had no nationalized forces nor a single worker in the Soviet workers in their struggle of today. But there is not a single Trotskyist worker fighting against the Soviet workers in their struggle to form a new leadership which can formulate their needs and hopes in terms of policy and action.

Under the continuous pressure of the workers the Soviet Government has threatened to withdraw from the Spanish workers the right to organize, which enables the counter-revolutionary leadership to suppress the Spanish workers. But the Stalinists who have more in fear from a victory by the Spanish workers than from their defeat are only bluffling, creating primarily a diversion for the Soviet workers. The capitalists understand. Notwithstanding, as great is their fear of the workers that even the vague statements of the Soviet Government throw them into a panic.

RASDEK AND BUKHARIN NEXT The Stalinists are putting pressure upon the state to the pressure of the workers who have already started a counterrevolution in the world, which made the revolution with Lenin, Stalin, Trotsky, Bukharin and others. The Stalinists want to prevent the Spanish workers finding leadership in those men against the bureaucracy.

Trotskyists Set Up a Paper International

The Trotskyist press in Mexico, France and other places announce that the group in those countries are sections of the Fourth International.

When was this "International" established? Where? Who organized and the conference? What countries and organizations were represented? What was the basis of representation? What resolutions were voted upon? What is the basis of membership?

The Trotskyist Fourth International has been able to avoid the bankruptcy of Trotsky's attempt at a world revolution by disolving the groups of his followers against the Stalinists, have no national.

The Revolutionary Workers League stands for a Communist Front, and will fight for the survival of the Third International under Lenin before the Stalinists destroy it. Such a revolutionary party means a fight to the very end in the sight of the workers of the whole world and on a Communist basis.
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U.S. Scores in Gold Bloc Crash

So-Called Bloc Benefits of the Workers

The recent crash of the gold bloc through deflation of the U.S., Dutch and other gold blocs has faced, followed by deflation in Italy and Czechoslovakia has centered attention primarily on a fourth revolutionary situation is developing.

The desperate agony of French imperialism profoundly influenced the chain of events but it did not originate it. The crash of the gold bloc is an incident, an important one, but not more than an incident in the struggle between the American and the English pound which is itself, a surface aspect of the struggle for world supremacy between American and British imperialism.

When the currencies of all the countries involved were "stabilized" on gold capital imperialist domination of the world market because of its lower productivity of labor. United States and British capital was crushed, and the British Empire at this "stabilization" in 1921 by going off gold thereby stimulating its exports. The U.S. replied in kind in January 1924. This left France, Holland, and a number of other countries on gold.

The recent chain of events establishes a fourth "stabilization" on the basis of almost universal deflation. Despite temporary advantages to the deflationists in some countries, the real advantages are with the U. S. S. However the boom is accompanied by a shaky and shaky balance forced between the Federal Reserve and the gold bloc and the gold bloc to bolster the national currency is now far too large to be shifted.

The only important countries involved are the United States, Japan and the Soviet Union. But the effects of the gold bloc will be brought around the world.

Little needs to be done to enforce the Soviet Union off gold. There will be no unfavorable effect of world-wide deflation on Soviet economy. But the monopoly of foreign trade will fall the shanks.

Moreover, the Soviet Union is not an active rival in the world market, and even at present, a very important factor.

The League of Nations has relatively a small amount of control over the world and new nations that are emerging at the attempt to disrupt the three-coerced cartels. The League's arrangement favored the U. S. more than it has reduced its rivals. Secretary of the Treasury, Morgenthau, apparently reversed the Soviet Union.

Thugs Attack League Meeting

NEW YORK — About 160 workers, of hooligans, Fascist elements at of the League, attempted to disrupt the meeting. A "fighting" at Union Square the event.

Prolonged hooliganism by Stalinists disrupted the way for the hooligan, was open to all those who could be platform on which enable to gain access to the Union Square. This was ultimately decided by the police who then allowed the meeting to go on.

Freedom to spread the word.

"FIGHT FOR THE RIGHTS OF THE WORKER!" 

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS UNDER CAPITALISM MEANS FREEDOM FOR THE BLOCK TO POISON THE WORKER'S MINDS!"
League and Youth Organization Complete

The WORKERS VOTE

Some Questions and Answers

1. What is the Workers Vote?
A: The Revolutionary Workers League is seeking to persuade workers to vote for the Communist League.

2. What should I vote for if I am a worker?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

3. What should I do if I cannot vote for the Workers Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

4. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

5. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

6. Who should I vote for on the Workers' Vote List?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

7. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

8. How should I vote on Election Day?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

9. What happens to Workers' Vote List?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

10. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

11. What does a vote for the Workers' Vote mean?
A: A vote for the Workers' Vote means that you are supporting the Communist League and its policies.

12. What will the League gain from the Workers' Vote?
A: The League will gain a voice in important national issues.

13. What will happen to Workers' Vote List?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

14. How many votes have been cast so far?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

15. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

16. When is the deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations?
A: The deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations is the last day of the election period.

17. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

18. When is the Workers' Vote due?
A: The Workers' Vote is due on Election Day.

19. Who should I vote for if I am a worker?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

20. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

21. What will the League gain from the Workers' Vote?
A: The League will gain a voice in important national issues.

22. What will happen to Workers' Vote List?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

23. How many votes have been cast so far?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

24. When is the deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations?
A: The deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations is the last day of the election period.

25. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

26. When is the Workers' Vote due?
A: The Workers' Vote is due on Election Day.

27. Who should I vote for if I am a worker?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

28. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

29. What will the League gain from the Workers' Vote?
A: The League will gain a voice in important national issues.

30. What will happen to Workers' Vote List?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

31. How many votes have been cast so far?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

32. When is the deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations?
A: The deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations is the last day of the election period.

33. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

34. When is the Workers' Vote due?
A: The Workers' Vote is due on Election Day.

35. Who should I vote for if I am a worker?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

36. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

37. What will the League gain from the Workers' Vote?
A: The League will gain a voice in important national issues.

38. What will happen to Workers' Vote List?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

39. How many votes have been cast so far?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

40. When is the deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations?
A: The deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations is the last day of the election period.

41. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

42. When is the Workers' Vote due?
A: The Workers' Vote is due on Election Day.

43. Who should I vote for if I am a worker?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

44. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

45. What will the League gain from the Workers' Vote?
A: The League will gain a voice in important national issues.

46. What will happen to Workers' Vote List?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

47. How many votes have been cast so far?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

48. When is the deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations?
A: The deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations is the last day of the election period.

49. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

50. When is the Workers' Vote due?
A: The Workers' Vote is due on Election Day.

51. Who should I vote for if I am a worker?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

52. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

53. What will the League gain from the Workers' Vote?
A: The League will gain a voice in important national issues.

54. What will happen to Workers' Vote List?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

55. How many votes have been cast so far?
A: The Workers' Vote can be cast in the name of a local Workers' Vote Committee.

56. When is the deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations?
A: The deadline for Workers' Vote List nominations is the last day of the election period.

57. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

58. When is the Workers' Vote due?
A: The Workers' Vote is due on Election Day.

59. Who should I vote for if I am a worker?
A: The League calls for the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.

60. What is the Workers' Vote?
A: The Workers' Vote is the nomination of workers on the Workers' Vote List, and in the regular elections.